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The brand and visual identity standards in this  
document provide direction for the ongoing  
implementation of the DetecTogether brand.

It includes language to describe the brand and  
examples to demonstrate best-practice visual  
applications of the identity.

These guidelines will aid understanding within  
the community and ensure consistent presentation  
to the public. With common use, it will support  
brand recognition of DetecTogether and benefit  
the organization and programs moving forward.
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PURPOSE STATEMENT

We empower you to actively 
take control of your health 
through the early detection 
of cancer and the relentless 
pursuit of the best 
outcomes. We prepare you 
to become a valued 
collaborator with your 
healthcare providers in 
beating cancer and saving 
your own life. 

Our purpose statement reflects why we exist as an 
organization. It describes our deepest beliefs and  
serves as our north star. Regardless of what we do  
as an organization or how that might change over  
time, our why, our higher purpose, will never change.
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Connected
Educated
Empowered

Encouraged
Hopeful
Not alone

Taken care of
Wise

Approachable
Authentic
Bold
Clever

Driven
Energetic
Inclusive
Innovative

Modern
Optimistic
Smart
Strong

BRAND LOOK & FEEL

TARGET AUDIENCE FEELING

BRAND VOICE

Articulate
Candid
Factual
Friendly

Honest
Intelligent
Motivational
Practical

Researched
Thoughtful
Visual

The attributes below are those which best describe the 
essence of the DetecTogether brand across three import-
ant dimensions. Brand Look & Feel captures the visual 
representation of the brand — how the brand should be 
seen. Brand Voice embodies the tone in which we speak 
and write — how the brand should be heard. And,  
Target Audience Feeling prioritizes the emotions that  
we most want to inspire in every interaction with all 
stakeholders — how the brand should be felt.
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We are practical and 
empathetic change agents 
determined to motivate 
people to save their own 
lives by empowering them 
to challenge conventional 
behaviors and to play a 
role in building a better, 
more collaborative 
healthcare community.

BRAND PERSONA The brand persona describes the character and motiva-
tions of our organization. It summarizes who we are as an 
entity and as a unique collection of people who are driven 
to advance our specific mission. It is inspired by the 
deepest and most aligned connections with the three 
brand archetypes that best describe DetecTogether:  
the Citizen, the Hero, and the Rebel.
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Saving lives through 
early cancer detection

Changing the cancer 
conversation to save lives

Empowering early cancer 
detection

Roadmap for early  
detection and action

BRANDLINES

TAGLINE The tagline serves as the most powerful and wholly 
relevant external articulation of what we do and why. The 
tagline is intended to be used, as appropriate, in combi-
nation with the logo to elevate brand building efforts and 
improve the effectiveness of communications. It may also 
be used separate from the logo as a headline to succinctly 
describe our organization and our work.

Brandlines should never be used in combination with the 
logo. These are well vetted and accepted messages that 
can support communication — both of the organization as 
a whole and of specific programs and initiatives. They can 
be used as headlines or as component parts to more 
robust communications.
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Visual 
Identity
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THE LOGO

Simple, memorable, 
and distinctive. Our 
logo is central to our 
visual identity and 
reflects the character 
of our organization 
and the uniqueness 
of our work.
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PRIMARY LOGO Whenever possible and appropriate, the logo should be 
used in combination with the tagline. Together, each 
element is more effective. Appropriateness will depend 
on many variables two of which are adaptability and 
audience. Avoid using the tagline when available space is 
too small and may negatively impact readability of both. 
Avoid using the tagline when the seriousness and strength 
of the “saving lives” impact may be too much for a 
specific audience.
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BLACK AND 
GRAYSCALE VERSIONS

The black and grayscale versions of the logo should  
only be used when a dark one color version of the logo  
is required.
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KNOCKOUT VERSIONS On solid colored backgrounds the transparent white and 
solid white versions of the logo can be used.

On image backgrounds only the solid white version of the 
logo should be used to ensure readability.
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The logo should always be surrounded by clear space that 
contains neither text nor graphic elements. The clear 
space on all four sides should be the equivalent to the 
letter D in DetecTogether.

In order to ensure legibility, the primary logo should never 
appear smaller than 0.9375” wide in print and 90px wide 
when used on screen. The logo with the tagline should 
never appear smaller than 1.375” wide in print and 110px 
wide when used on screen.

Print: 0.9375” wide

Print: 1.375” wide

Screen: 90 px wide

Screen: 110px wide

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM SIZE
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To ensure that the logo is always used as intended and to 
establish brand recognition, please avoid making any 
modifications to the logo, including but not limited to the 
examples below.

LOGO DON’TS

Do not change the colors of the logo. Do not put the color version of the logo on a  
colored background.

Do not put the color version of the logo on a  
colored background.

Do not stretch or squeeze the logo.

Do not change the relative scale of components  
of the logo.

Do not display the logo dimensionally.
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LOGO COLOR

PMS 285 C 
PMS 2195 U 
C98 M75 Y2 K0 
R17 G68 B134 
HEX #114486

PMS 1575 C 
PMS 1585 U 
C5 M80 Y100 K0 
R230 G87 B27 
HEX #E6571B

PMS 130 C 
PMS 116 U 
C0 M38 Y95 K0 
R251 G170 B38 
HEX #FBAA26

The mark uses a custom combination of Museo 700 and 
Museo Sans 700. The two typefaces are reserved specifi-
cally for the logo typography and should not be used in 
any print or web materials. Please refer to the typography 
section of this document for print and web typefaces.

LOGO TYPOGRAPHY

Museo Sans 700
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*(){} :” ; ’ , ./?<> 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Museo 700
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*(){}:”; ’, . /?<> 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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WEB TYPOGRAPHY
For web/digital collateral, text should  
be displayed in these fonts.

Crete Round should be used as an accent 
font, for headings, quotes or callouts.

Muli Bold should be used for tags, 
smaller headings, and buttons.

Muli Regular should be used for body 
content, captions and navigation.

PRINT TYPOGRAPHY
For print collateral, text should be  
displayed in these fonts.

Adelle SemiBold should be used as an 
accent font, for headings, quotes or callouts.

Avenir Heavy should be used for tags  
and smaller headings.

Adelle Sans should be used for body  
content and captions.

TITLES & HEADINGS

Crete Round
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*(){} :” ; ’ , ./?< > 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

TITLES & HEADINGS

Adelle SemiBold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*(){ } : ” ; ’ , . /?<> 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

HEADINGS

Muli Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*( ){ }:”; ’, . / ?<> 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

HEADINGS

Avenir Heavy
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*() { } :”; ’ , ./?<> 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

BODY

Muli Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*(){ } :” ; ’, . /?<> 
abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz

BODY

Avenir Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@#$%^&*() { } :”; ’ , . /?<> 
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz
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R229 G88 B37 
HEX #E55825

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

EXTENDED COLOR PALETTE

WEB BLUE

The primary color palette and neutrals should be the 
primary palettes used for all messaging and collateral. 
The secondary color palette should be used more 
minimally and always in combination with the primary 
palette.

To ensure legibility and accessibility 
on web, a darker version of the 
DetecTogether orange has been 
created. This can be used as a 
background color with white or dark 
blue text over it that is at least 18pt 
and bold. If the accessible orange is 
being used for text on a white 
background, it must also be at a 
minimum18pt and bold.

PMS 285 C 
PMS 2195 U 
C98 M75 Y2 K0 
R17 G68 B134 
HEX #114486

PMS 1575 C 
PMS 1585 U 
C5 M80 Y100 K0 
R243 G116 B53 
HEX #F37334

PMS 130 C 
PMS 116 U 
C0 M38 Y95 K0 
R251 G170 B38 
HEX #FBAA26

R230 G87 B27 
HEX #E6571B

ACCESSIBLE ORANGE
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C77 M76 Y1 K0 
R86 G86 B163 
HEX #5656A3

C61 M57 Y0 K0 
R114 G116 B182 
HEX #7274B6

C25 M25 Y0 K0 
R186 G183 B220 
HEX #BAB7DC

C38 M15 Y0 K0 
R153 G191 B229 
HEX #99BFE5

C62 M34 Y0 K0 
R99 G147 B205 
HEX #6393CD

SECONDARY PALETTE

PMS (Pantone Matching System) is the industry standard 
for color matching on offset printed materials. Using PMS 
colors will give you the most consistent, accurate printing 
results. However, offset printing is only a choice if your 
timeline and print quantities make sense with this printing 
method. PMS C is for use on coated paper. PMS U is for 
use on uncaoted paper.

CMYK is the formula for 4 color process offset and digital 
printing applications. Using this print method delivers 
good results but variations in the color outcome can 
happen depending on variables such as equipment, 
paper, humidity, use of coatings, and many other factors.

RGB and HEX codes are used in digital applications. 
Color will vary greatly on screens depending on variables 
such as resolution, environment, brightness, equipment, 
and many other factors.

C5 M3 Y3 K0 
R240 G239 B239 
HEX #F0EFEF

C100 M88 Y41 K49 
R12 G33 B68 
HEX #0C2144

NEUTRALS
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SQUARE DESIGN ELEMENT The three squares from the logo can be used as a design 
element in print and digital collateral. The squares should 
maintain the same order of colors and proportions as the 
logo. Effective use of the square design element is to 
connect multiple sections through overlapping.

CIRCULAR DESIGN ELEMENT The circular design element should be used to  
compliment the geometric look of the square design 
element. It can be used as a background design element, 
can be layered, or can be used to place an image.
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DESIGN ELEMENT APPLICATION The website design is an example of how the  
DetecTogether palette, typography, and design  
elements have been applied harmoniously.





detectogether.org

DESIGNED BY OPUS 
OPUSDESIGN.US




